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Abstract

A method of teehnieal diagnostics of induction motors is presented. The method is based on the spectral analysis of
motor currents. Teehnical diagnostics is carried out using multifunction sensors of motor. Analysis of magnetic field
induced in the harmonic spectrum of stator winding currents of electrical machine as well as winding currents allows
identifying defects in the motor. The ealculations of the magnetic field of the explored motor are presented both with
the presence of defect and without it. Using the suggested method it is possible to assess the technical condition of the
device and its operating resource.
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1. Itroduction

Nowadays the first-rate electrical energy consumers are AC electric drives. According to the latest investigations
they eonsume over 70% of all produced electric energy [1]. The induction electric motors are widely applied in the
industry. The breakdown of an induction motor results in the stoppage, idle time, accidents in the technological
processes. It results in the inereased eeonomic expenses. In its turn the failures of stator elements account for 38% of all
possible breakdowns of induction motors, but the failures of rotor elements - up to 10% [2]. Therefore the routine
inspection (monitoring) of the teehnical condition of the stator and rotor elements of induction motors is eeonomically
reasonable and effective, it allows be fore-the-fact prevention of incipient failures and reducing them from the category
of sudden failures to those being gradual. The traditional methods of vibro-monitoring of the stator and rotor elements
are well-known. Alongside with high effectiveness of this method it also has some disadvantages. For example, in
certain cases a direct access to the stator or rotor for vibro-measurements is impossible or a high vibration from the
mechanisms operating next to it can take plaee. This method is labour-intensive and requires speeial equipment and
high-qualified personnel.

This work suggests a method for the monitoring of technical condition of induction motor stator and rotor
according to the spectral analysis of the consumed eurrent and voltage [3,4,5]. The current can be measured directly
across the terminals of the electric motor and in the nearest electric enclosure. The spectra! distribution of the consumed
current is conditioned by the harmonic components of the magnetic induction in the air gap of the induction motor. In
fact except the basic harmonic component the machines in their air gap have also a huge amount of highest harmonies
of the magnetic field. These highest harmonic components are traditionally divided into time and space harmonies. The
time harmonic components are defined by the spectral distribution of voltage and non-linear changes of machine shaft
rotating torque and its rotation frequency. Space harmonics of the field in the air gap appear due to non-linear
parameters of the maehine and its constructive features.

The essence of the method is in detection of character frequencies in the spectrum of the supply eurrent (voltage)
of induction motor. Electromagnetic defects of the stator and rotor elements cause changes of the resulting magnetic
field in the motor air gap, periodic braking of the rotor, some changes in its angular frequency of rotation and angular
acceleration. It results in the changes in the electromagnetic mutual operation of rotor and stator, oscillations of
electromagnetic rotational torque [6]. Thus the harmonies (character frequencies) appear within the spectrum of the
consumed current; frequency and magnitude of these frequencies depend on the present technical condition of the stator
and rotor elements. The frequency and magnitude of these harmonic components are the diagnostic parameters of the
motor and the whole drive in general [7]. Modern achievements in measuring and microprocessing technologies give
the opponunities of certain and accurate measurements and analysis of such harmonics having low amplitude (up to low
percentage).

In order to prove these assumptions this paper considers the results of mathematieal modelling, calculations of
magnetic fields and experimental examining of induction motors.
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2. Calculations of magnetic Fields of induction motor

For the investigation of the influence of stator and rotor elements on the magnetic field the fields of the motor
were calculated. Induction motor of type 4A200L6Y3 { Pn= 30 kW) has been investigated in the work. While solving
this task a standard program for the magnetic field calculation Quick Field has been applied [8]. With the help ofthe
program the topology ofthe final elements ofthe considered magnetic circuit has been built, boundary conditions has
been set. calculation and visualization of the investigated parts of motor have been realized. For the investigation of the
influence of typical electromagnetic defects of stator (such like open or short-circuit in the winding or the eccentric type
of the stator bore with regard to the rotor rotation axis) and rotor (open-circuit or disturbance of the contacts in rings and
cores of the squirrel-cage construction) on the topography of electromagnetic field the models imitating the defects
were developed. As a result the picnires of magnetic field have been obtained demonstrating the distortions of it caused
by the faults. Figures I and 2 demonstrate the results of calculations for the motor with and without eccentric type ofthe
stator bore with regard to the rotor rotation axis.

b)

Fig. 1. Calculation of magnetic field of induction motor (pole distribution - x):
a) motor without a defect; b) motor with eccentrie type ofthe stator bore

The calculation results gave the possibility to analyse and represent the distribution of induction in air gap across
the motor axis without eccentric type ofthe stator bore (̂ fig.2a) and with eecentrie type ofthe stator bore regarding to
the rotor axis (fig.2b).

a)-without defect; b)-with defect

Fig. 2. Induction distribution in the motor air gap ofthe motor
a) motor without a defect; b) motor with eccentric type of the stator bore regarding to the rotor axis
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On the basis of the results of motor magnetic field calculations the spectrum of harmonics of induction in the
motor air gap was analysed. The results of magnetie field investigation clear demonstrate that the appearance of
eccentricity distorts the field in the stator bore qualitatively (appearance of the character highest harmonies of the field)
and quantitatively as well (the value of the induction in the air gap changed in its character points for up to 25% in
comparison with the ease without defeets). These distortions of the field lead to the appearance of highest harmonics
spectrum in the induction of motor air gap, that in its turn results in highest harmonics in the spectrum of the consumed
current and voltage. The distortions of the field result in the appearance of the highest harmonic components spectrum
in the induction of motor air gap that in its turn causes the highest harmonics within the spectrum of the consumed
current and voltage. These statements are investigated and proved in the next section.

3. Experimental examining of the induction motor

The system for the monitoring of the motor technical condition on the basis of electric current spectral analysis
contains sensors for transformation of time and space hannonic parameters into electric signals, and an analogue-digital
converter connected to calculating equipment with correspondent software. The scheme of the monitoring system is in
figure 3.

7

Fig. 3. The scheme of experimental installation for the monitoring of bearing units of electric motor. I - three-phase
induction motor; 2 - sensor of the angular rotor position; 3 disc with magnetic marks; 4 - sensor of the initial angular
rotor position (initial point); 5- piston-type compressor - load of the induction motor I ; 6 - sensors of the current; 7 -

filter of the lower frequencies; 8 - analogue-digital converter (ADC) with input commutator; 9 ~ computer with
sofbA'are; 10- magnetic marks.

The information supplied to the computer 9 is analyzed defining the frequency spectrum of the signals. The
software includes the program of spectral analysis. The information is stored for the comparison with the results of the
further measurements. The spectrum of the consumed eurrent is of complex type having a lot of frequencies. Figure 4
demonstrates spectrum of the current for serviceable motor (a) and motor with eccentric type of the stator bore
regarding to rotor axis (b). Amplitude of the harmonies is on a per-unit basis (in reliable units). In faulty elcetric motor
the amplitude of all character frequencies increased approximately for 15. ..25% that is signalling first of al! about the
presence of eccentricity.

4. Conclusion

The presented method and approach to the spectral analysis of the consumed current allows technical diagnostics
of the electromagnetic defects of induction motors.

The results obtained añer the analysis of calculations of the field together with the spectral analysis of the current
consumed by the motor and the obtained qualitative results demonstrate that the presence or appearance of
electromagnetic defeets of the motor (for example, eeeentrie type of the stator regarding to the rotor) result in the
increasing of character harmonics components for 15 ... 25%, that can be eonsidered as a criterion of diagnostics of an
induction motor.
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a) - without defect; n b) - with defect

Fig. 4. The spectrum of the current consumed by the induction motor:
a) motor without the defects; b) motor with eccentric type of the stator bore regarding to the rotor axis
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